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Summary

This research deals with the significations of derivatives in the poetry of Jarir, in a study based on counting all kinds of derivatives and studying its morphological formulas, and its relationship with its significations in its context, and finding the common signification in the derivatives and studying this signification. About (5,848) derivatives were counted and categorized it in its kind and its significations and determine its percentages.

The study divided into two sections: a theoretical section includes the preface and one chapter, and the applied section includes four chapters. In the preface were discussing the relationship between the morphology and the derivation. The first chapter deals with the comparison between derivatives and studied the concept of all of them.

In the applied section, the first chapter discussed the significance of derivatives on movement through its collecting, and studying the meaning of its morphological formulas, and its relationship with its significations on different context. The second chapter discussed the significance of derivatives on the Interim adjective, and studied the significance contained in the contexts in which their relationship and morphological contexts. The research in the third chapter deals with the significations of the derivatives on stable adjective, and studying it through the relationship between the meaning of the morphological formulas of the derivatives and their significations in its contexts. In the last chapter the study deals with the significations of the derivatives on the object and self, and its relationship to the context that come in it.

At the conclusion, the study addressed the findings and recommendations reached by the researcher through the study of the significations of derivatives in the poetry of Jarir, which is the most important finding was that the noun of agent in abundance. And the signification of the movement in the derivatives are more indicative and a more inclusive derivatives. The research made available more than(5,848) morphological exemplar in the derivatives, which the other researcher can refer to it in the morphological studies.